Abstract-Human footsteps can provide a unique behavioural pattern for robust biometric systems. We propose spatio-temporal footstep representations from floor-only sensor data in advanced computational models for automatic biometric verification. Our models deliver an artificial intelligence capable of effectively differentiating the fine-grained variability of footsteps between legitimate users (clients) and impostor users of the biometric system. The methodology is validated in the largest to date footstep database, containing nearly 20,000 footstep signals from more than 120 users. The database is organized by considering a large cohort of impostors and a small set of clients to verify the reliability of biometric systems. We provide experimental results in 3 critical data-driven security scenarios, according to the amount of footstep data made available for model training: at airports security checkpoints (smallest training set), workspace environments (medium training set) and home environments (largest training set). We report state-of-the-art footstep recognition rates with an optimal equal false acceptance and false rejection rate (equal error rate) of 0.7 percent an improvement ratio of 371 percent compared to previous state-of-the-art. We perform a feature analysis of deep residual neural networks showing effective clustering of client's footstep data and to provide insights of the feature learning process.
INTRODUCTION

Background
S
ECURITY is an inherent human need to protect assets from a threat. Traditionally, security systems have been based on passwords or security access cards. Biometric recognition deals with the design of security systems for automatic identification or verification [1] of a human subject (client) based on physical and behavioural characteristics. Physical biometric traits include, among others, fingerprints, facial features and the iris. On the other hand, behavioural biometrics, such as gait recognition, are intended to capture the unique signatures delivered by client's natural behavioural patterns. This approach is effective since the complexity in reproducing such patterns by an impostor (intruder) is quite high. Biometric recognition by gait is based on the study of human locomotion to obtain a unique biometric signature of a client. The wide range of biological factors influencing a gait signature has prompted up to date studies of gait for healthcare applications [2] , but the biometric security domain has recently drawn attention as well. More than 24 unique factors have been shown to affect human gait [3] , resulting in a singular gait pattern for every individual. A biometric system based on gait requires users to exert minimum effort for appraisal. Furthermore, a gait biometric system can be deployed in a substantial number of access scenarios, ranging from airport entry checkpoints and entry to buildings to a home-based security system.
The advantage of gait as a biometric modality is that it allows natural gait signals to be obtained unobtrusively from a distance, that are difficult to forge by an impostor. However, gait analysis as a biometric modality has raised privacy concerns since it allows footstep signals to be acquired without the client's consent or knowledge. Further difficulties in the acquisition of reliable gait biometric signatures include variations in the client's footwear, their weight or emotional state, among other factors. Research on gait as a biometric modality has focused on gait analysis from video streams [4] . This approach has the disadvantage of being highly vulnerable to noisy environmental conditions, such as illumination and cross-view [5] . An effective alternative to video stream data is biometric identification and verification from floor sensor systems [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] . Footstep recognition uses the ground reaction force (GRF) induced by a client's footsteps on a floor sensor system to construct biometric systems for client identification or verification. In contrast to gait analysis by video streams, it is non-intrusive, can operate in darkness and is less prone to noise in environmental conditions that might degrade the performance of the biometric system. As footstep GRF patterns tend to contain a high degree of finegrained GRF variability they are difficult to visualise for assessment by humans. Fig. 1 shows a side by side comparison of raw and processed spatial footstep representations from 2 clients of a footstep database considering 2 samples per user. The comparison implies that effective footstep recognition based only on visual perception is a very challenging problem as there can be a high intra-user variability and low inter-user variability in some cases. Moreover, humans are not accustomed to recognize naturally detail in this type of images compared to other biometric traits such as facial features.
Advanced computational models, such as machine learning have been used in an attempt to solve the differentiation of the fine-grained GRF variability between clients and impostors. Footstep feature extraction and feature engineering have been central in automatic footstep recognition research [14] . Feature engineering involves the careful selection and design of complex and time-consuming handcrafted features from footstep data, employing geometric, spectral, wavelet and holistic feature engineering approaches to name a few [6] . Footstep recognition systems for biometric applications have focused on very small footstep datasets [9] , [10] , sometimes also constrained by the user not being allowed to change footwear [6] . Deep learning models [15] , for biometric footstep recognition using floor sensor systems, have not yet been sufficiently studied. Deep learning models have the ability to learn from raw sensor data and are effective to solve problems from image recognition to natural language processing [15] . Performance analysis of raw and feature engineered data on deep and shallow machine learning models have not been sufficiently addressed in the literature.
Aims and Objectives
The aim of this work is to differentiate effectively the finegrained GRF variability of footsteps between clients and impostors of a floor sensor biometric system in 3 critical data-driven security scenarios.
Spatio-temporal raw and processed footstep data representations are designed and evaluated on deep machine learning models, by using the SFootBD database [11] , the largest footstep database to date with more than 120 people and almost 20,000 footstep signals acquired from two rectangular arrays of 88 piezoelectric sensors each, to test the performance of our biometric system. Our deep machine learning models are based on the state-of-the-art resnet architecture [16] and the spatio-temporal two-stream architecture [17] , [18] illustrated in Fig. 2 .
We compare the performance of our deep learning approach to the existing state-of-the-art: a hand-made feature learning approach of processed footstep data, used in a high-performing Support Vector Machine (SVM) model [11] . Moreover, in an effort to obtain a robust footstep recognition system, we design an ensemble [19] of the deep resnet and SVM machine learning models, using both processed and unprocessed footstep data.
Finally, we present a feature learning analysis of the optimal resnet model's visualisation with an aim to understand the feature learning process of the resnet models.
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents the background. The floor sensor system and database are described in Section 3. The spatio-temporal footstep representations are presented in Section 4. The resnet model is described in Section 5. The methodology and experiments are presented in Sections 6 and 7 respectively. The feature analysis for the resnet models is presented in Section 8. Finally, the summary and conclusions of this research are given in Section 9.
RELATED WORK
Footstep Data as a Biometric
Footstep recognition from floor sensor systems has been proposed previously [6] , [7] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] . However, the studies rely heavily on complex hand-made feature engineering using shallow machine learning models such as linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [6] or hidden Markov models (HMM) [9] . Related early studies of footstep data as a biometric, collected footstep signals from two main types of sensors: iÞ switch sensors [8] , [20] analysing the spatial distribution of the footstep signals, and iiÞ pressure sensors [7] , [9] , [10] , focusing on analysing the dynamic pressure information in the signals, but with low spatial resolution. A commercial pressure mat with high resolution was used by Qian et al. [21] in order to extract the centre of pressure information, therefore using temporal and spatial pressure information only for some selected key points (geometric approach). Recently, footstep signals were analysed considering both temporal and spatial information contained in the footstep signals [11] , reporting experiments on the SFootBD database. The spatial information was extracted from accumulated pressure images, while temporal information was extracted from the average GRF and from other hand-crafted features. In both cases, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used to reduce the dimensionality of the footstep data and a non-linear SVM is proposed for biometric verification. Results in the range of 2.5 to 10 percent Equal Error Rate (EER) are achieved depending on the application setting.
Very recently, in [22] we reported a pilot study of a convolutional neural network (CNN) model to learn processed spatial footstep features of the SFootBD database, suggesting significant improvements of footstep recognition performance compared to existing work [11] . Table 1 shows the recognition performance of our methodology in comparison to other known biometric verification systems based on floor sensor data only. However, the other studies do not use the SFootBD database, thus cannot be directly compared to this work in terms of performance, since the experiments differ in the number of clients and footstep signals. We are using a much larger database in terms of the number of clients and footstep signals and therefore our results are statistically more significant.
Spatio-Temporal Deep Learning and Gait
Automatic spatio-temporal feature learning in machine learning research has focused on human action recognition from videos [5] , [17] , [18] , [23] . Convolutional neural networks have been widely used in an attempt to solve the spatio-temporal human recognition problem from spatio-temporal data [18] . The two-stream deep learning architecture [17] , [18] utilises an end-to-end learning approach for analysing the spatial and temporal streams of videos in two separate deep networks. The spatio-temporal information is then fused at a feature or score level at the last layers of the network. However, this approach sometimes involves computationally heavy calculations such as optical flow [17] .
Wu et al. [5] presented a study of cross-view gait for human identification, using deep convolutional neural networks models in three gait datasets. The results show a substantial increase in average recognition rate performance when compared with the previous state-of-the-art. For example, in the CASIA-B dataset, the average recognition rate reaches 94.1 percent with a deep network. This compares favourably with the previously achieved best recognition rate of 65 percent by hand-made feature engineering.
FLOOR SENSOR SYSTEM AND DATABASE
The floor sensor system used in this work obtains the pressure magnitude from piezoelectric sensors deployed at high spatial density. The system consists of two identical and rectangular sensor mats positioned to capture one stride footsteps: The right foot is captured first then the left. Each sensor mat has dimensions of 45 Â 30 cm and comprises 88 piezo-electric sensors. This yields a resolution of 650 sensors per m 2 . The floor sensor system is capable of obtaining footstep signals at a frame rate of 1.6 kHz.
SFootBD Database
The SFootBD database 1 consists of a total of 19980 right and left footstep samples (9990 stride footsteps). A footstep sample lasted less than one second (1600 frames). The database footstep signals are synced 50 frames previous to the heel strike, as the sensor information was temporally stored in a buffer. The samples are captured from 127 volunteers in an 18-month period [11] . During this time, some subjects provided plenty of footstep signals in different sessions while other subjects only provided a small number of signals. A natural walking stride footstep was performed by the volunteers and they were allowed to wear any type of footwear to emulate a real-world scenario, as this characteristic has been proven to affect footstep recognition performance [6] .
Three benchmark datasets, B1, B2 and B3 are constructed from the SFootBD database in order to simulate three distinct scenarios (airport, workplace and home scenario) with a different number of clients and training footstep samples per client. Each benchmark dataset is further divided into training, validation and evaluation sets, as shown in Table 2 . A large cohort of impostors is used in all benchmarks.
Benchmark B1 utilises 40 stride footstep samples per 40 clients and 763 impostor footstep samples for training the machine learning models. This is the smallest dataset considered for training, thus representing a security scenario such as at an airport entry checkpoint. Benchmark B2 has 200 stride footstep samples per 15 clients and 2,697 impostor samples for training, thus representing a middle-level amount of footstep data available such as a workplace realworld scenario. Benchmark B3 contains 500 stride footstep Signals per 5 clients and 5,603 impostor samples for training. This is the largest training dataset in our experiments, which resembles a home environment, where a large number of footstep signals can be acquired due to easy access.
The evaluation set is comprised of 550 footstep signals, the same for all the three-benchmark dataset, for B1 there are 40 clients, for B2 there are 15 clients, and for B3 there are 5 clients. The users of the database chosen as clients or impostors were selected based on the total number of available footstep signals. At each benchmark scenario, the clients were the maximum number of users with a certain amount of footstep signals, and the impostors were the remaining users. The description of the benchmarks is shown in Table 2 .
SPATIO-TEMPORAL FOOTSTEP REPRESENTATIONS 4.1 Temporal Downsampling
A temporal down-sampling factor of 6 is applied to the raw and processed representations by using an order 8 Chebyshev type I filter [24] . The factor is determined by a gird search hyper-parameter optimisation technique [25] . Downsampling the signals by a factor of 6 showed an average 5 percent improvement of footstep recognition performance.
Raw Footstep Representation
Spatial Component
The data from the 88 sensors available per footstep frame are reshaped in a 2D matrix of 13 Â 7 pixels, a pixel value corresponds to a sensor amplitude value. Three zero values are inserted in the matrix, in order to make it rectangular due to the irregular shape of the sensor pad (see [11] for sensor design specifications). Therefore, a sensor-derived matrix is obtained, of 13 Â 14 pixels per stride footstep for the spatial component. The spatial footstep representation is expressed as the accumulated pressure AP i of the ith sensor described as
here T max is the maximum number of time samples of the footstep signals, set to T max ¼ 1600 frames (1 second), as no signal had a longer duration. GRF i is the Ground Reaction Force of the ith sensor in the mat array
Where s i ½t is the output signal of the piezoelectric sensor i. The representation can be observed in Fig. 3a .
Temporal Component
A set of t frames of the AP 1À88 (Equation (1)) of the footstep sensor signals are considered in this representation. The frame index t ranges from 1 to 267 per footstep after the temporal downsampling procedure is applied. The range 50 t < 150 is found to be the fewer number of frames that maximises performance, by a grid hyperparameter search procedure [26] considering random subsets. The temporal representation can be observed in Fig. 3b . Although this method considers less than half the data per footstep, it is due to a feature selection procedure, which increases performance and decreases training time. The 1. Available to the research community from https://atvs.ii.uam. es/sfootbd.html selected frames correspond to the flat foot dynamics as well as the end of the heel strike and the start of the heel off. The selected interval is shown in Figs. 4a and 4b enclosed in a black box for the sensor raw representation and upper contour respectively.
Processed Footstep Representation 4.3.1 Spatial Component
The GRF i (Equation (2)) of the sensor signals is considered for this component, integrated along the frame axes. The sensor derived images are first smoothed using a Gaussian filter, then aligned and rotated to a common central position to allow better pattern discrimination by the machine learning models [11] . After processing, a single image of dimensions 88 Â 44 pixels is obtained per footstep by up-sampling. Consequently, an image of dimensions 88 Â 88 pixels is obtained per stride footstep. The representation can be observed in Fig. 3c. 
Temporal Component
A set of t frames per stride footstep sample is selected from the AP 1À88 of the stride footstep signals. Similar to the raw data case, the optimal number of frames is again 100 in the range 50 t < 150 confirmed to be optimal by a grid hyperparameter search procedure [26] . After the AP is calculated, the processing techniques of the spatial component are applied. The temporal representation can be observed in Fig. 3d . As in the case for the raw representation, the selected frames correspond to the flat foot dynamics in both footsteps. The effect can be observed in Fig. 5c for frame 69 and Fig. 5d for frame 78. The frames contain more spatial dynamic information of the footstep signals than in frames outside the range 50 < t < 150, as shown in Figs. 5a, 5b, 5e and 5f, for frames 32, 40, 181 and 189 respectively.
Spatial-Integrated Temporal Features for SVM Model
The 
C) Global GRF ½t profile: is computed as the average of the 88 individual GRFi½t, and mathematically expressed as
To illustrate the temporally processed features, Fig. 4b shows the representation of the upper contour representation for a stride footstep of client 1 (Fig. 1a) of the database. In previous work [11] the spatially-integrated temporal features and the spatially processed representation (presented in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.3 respectively) were used to train a One-Vs-One SVM classifier with an RBF kernel for spatiotemporal fusion. Further details of the SVM methodology and experiments can be found in [11] . We replicated the experiments in a python environment. The experimental results are presented in Section 7.
Additional Spatio-Temporal Raw Representations
The spatio-temporal footstep data is also modified in systematic ways to observe the effect of changes in raw footstep data arrangements on deep learning models, including the following:
1) Sensor raw representation: The raw left and right footstep frames are concatenated at the X-axis and the 88 sensors per footstep are plotted at the Y -axis. The shape of a stride footstep sample is ð88; 534Þ. The representation is shown in Fig. 4a . 2) Sensor raw accumulated pressure: Same spatio-temporal configuration as sensor raw representation but considering GRF (Equation (2)). The shape of a stride footstep sample is ð88; 534Þ. The representation is shown in Fig. 4c.  3 ) Sensor raw matrix: The 88 sensors of the left and right footsteps are concatenated at the Y -axis. The frames are shown at the X-axis. The shape of a stride footstep sample is ð176; 267Þ. 4) Sensor raw matrix sorted sensors: spatio-temporal configuration same as sensor raw matrix, but the AP i is sorted according to the maximum footstep pressure. The shape of a stride footstep sample is ð176; 267Þ.
Due to low biometric verification performance and limitations of space, the additional representations results are not included in the results analysis of this paper. However, we include the description to motivate further research.
DEEP RESIDUAL NETWORK MODEL
Overview
The deep machine learning models used in this work are based on the state-of-the-art resnet architecture [16] . An overview of the resnet architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2 consisting of spatial and temporal streams for the raw representation. From input to output, each stream consists of the following layers: first there is a resnet configuration 1 block (2ay) (Fig. 6 right) , followed by two resnet configuration 2 blocks (2by and 2cy) (Fig. 6 left) , then an average pooling layer, fully connected layer (FC) and finally a softmax layer. The blocks consist of convolutional layers, batch normalization [27] and ReLU activation functions [28] . The residual units can be expressed in general form as
x lþ1 ¼ fðy l Þ;
where x l is the input to the lth residual block, and x lþ1 is its corresponding output and G is a non-linear residual function. hðx l Þ ¼ x l is an identity mapping and f is a ReLU activation [28] function. W l ¼ fW l;k fj1 k Kg is the set of weights and biases of the lth residual block. K is the number of layers in a residual unit. If f is an identity mapping, then x lþ1 y l , therefore Equation (8) can be expressed as
For any unit of L and shallow unit l, the forward propagation of the feature x L can be expressed as an additive output
Therefore, during forward propagation, x l is propagated to any x L plus the residual factor. If the loss function is expressed as g, the backpropagation of errors in the network can be expressed as the result of the following chain rule [29] 
Our resnet model is a shorter version of resnet-50 [16] , with only 3 merge layers and 40 layers total, since these are the optimal number of layers found by using a layer-wise optimisation algorithm [26] . This reduces computation time by considering fewer parameters during training than in resnet-50.
Architectures for Raw and Processed Representations
The raw and processed footstep representations presented in Section 4 share the same spatio-temporal resnet architecture shown in Fig. 2 . The input footstep representations affect the dimensions of the first convolutional layer of the resnet model, that takes as input a stride footstep tensor of shape ðn; m; cÞ where n x m is the 2D footstep sensor matrix and c the frames. c ¼ 1 for the spatial case and c ¼ 100 for the temporal case. The filter size of the convolutional layers of the resnet blocks (Fig. 6 ) and channels change according to the input footstep tensor dimensions. The widely-used deep network design introduced by the VGG network [30] is adopted for the resnet models. The methodology decreases the spatial component dimension at the convolutional layers as a function of increasing the number of filter maps, from the left (input) to the right (output) layers of the network.
Data Augmentation for Raw Footstep Representations
Data augmentation methods are applied only to the raw spatio-temporal representation at training time to improve footstep recognition performance. Hence this procedure is not applied to the processed representation. The data augmentation techniques consider possible natural variations of the users footsteps when walking on the floor sensor. The rotation method consists of randomly drawing rotation angle values from a uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 20 . A shift method is also applied. The method draws random values from 0 to 20 percent shift in the X and Y axis. The dataset is augmented 10 times per stride footstep sample in the training set for both the raw spatial and temporal components using the shift and the rotation augmentation technique.
Loss Function
The multi-class negative log-likelihood loss is used to evaluate the performance of the learning model predictions. The normalized loss function, for a single training sample is defined as
Training
The resnet models are trained as in a multi-class client manner for a biometric identification scenario [1] , in order to reduce substantially computation time. This is done by training one model per spatial and temporal component, instead of training u models for u clients per component. A single class is assigned to the impostor dataset. At training time, the resnet model's weights are updated by the RMSprop [31] optimizer due to its stability. All resnet models are trained with a batch size of 32 stride footstep samples. Transfer learning is considered to initialize the weights of the first 37 layers with the ImageNet resnet-50 model [16] weights, before the fully connected layer. The learning rate is set initially at 0.001 and then decreased by a factor of 10 once the learning error
plateaus. An early stopping procedure is implemented: training is stopped once the validation error stopped decreasing. Batch normalization [27] is used to normalise the activation of the convolutional and fully connected layers to prevent internal covariate shift during training.
Feature Extraction, Validation and Evaluation
In order to construct a biometric verification system, the trained resnet models act as feature extractor as shown in Fig. 2 . The feature vectors learnt by the model are extracted before the last softmax layer. This procedure delivered v feature vectors of shape u þ 1. Interestingly, apart from acting as a feature transformer, the resnet models performed feature compression: a trained resnet model evaluated a minibatch of high dimensional tensors of shape ð32; n; m; cÞ. Then, at the layer before the softmax, the model outputs a mini-batch tensor with shape ð32; u þ 1Þ, where u þ 1 < < (n x m x c) for all scenarios. The validation set is used to test the model generalisation error at training time for the 3 benchmarks, delivering validation performance measures for an early stopping procedure. By using the resnet model as a feature extractor, we ease the evaluation of the biometric verification system. This allows saving computational resources and time. A One-Vs-One linear SVM classifier is selected, due to its high biometric verification performance when compared with other linear classifiers that were tried. During SVM model training, validation and evaluation, the samples not belonging to the ith client's class u, are treated as out-of-class samples. Then positive (clients) and negative (impostors) scores are created to calculate biometric verification error rates.
Hyperparameter Optimization
The Tree of Parzen Estimator optimisation technique [26] is used to tune the spatio-temporal resnet model hyperparameters presented in Table 3 , including value range and layer location in the resnet model. Fig. 7 demonstrates the hyperparameter optimisation procedure. The loss value and the average pooling kernel hyperparameter are shown per optimisation epoch. Here the spatial processed resnet representation of benchmark B3 validation dataset is used. The Figure shows how the loss error diminishes as the kernel size of the average pooling layers increases. A large pooling kernel tends to increase the reduction in dimensions of the footstep data from the previous layer, this averages a larger patch of the 2D feature maps. The observed strong fluctuations in the loss value are due to dynamic change in other model hyperparameters (Table 3) at each optimisation step.
METHODOLOGY
Data Preprocessing
As data preprocessing procedure, the mean is removed and scaled to unit variance of the training sets footstep samples, the transformation parameters are then transferred to the validation and evaluation datasets for all experiments.
Evaluation Metrics
The verification system performance is evaluated by using detection error trade-off (DET) curves [32] . The EER is the intersection in the DET curve where the False Rejection Rate (FRR) and the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) are equal. Therefore, equal importance is given to FRR and FAR for the evaluation of our experiments. The EER measure is also used to represent the biometric verification performance of the system with a single value.
Comparison of Feature and Score Level Fusion of Spatio-Temporal Footstep Representations
The spatial and temporal streams of the resnet models are fused at the feature level and at the score level to compare performance, the latter being the most common approach [33] . The score level fusion shows the best performance in our experiments, therefore, a spatio-temporal fusion at the score level is adopted for all experiments. Fig. 8 shows the biometric verification performance of the following score combination rules: product, sum, max and min [33] , as DET curves and EER, for the validation set of benchmark B1. The product fusion rule yields the optimal EER and is selected for all experiments.
Implementation Details
Open source software is used for the development and evaluation of the research experiments. Python scientific computing packages [34] are used. The tensorflow numerical computation library [35] is used to develop and train the resnet models. The model evaluation algorithms and SVM models are developed using the scikit-learn machine learning library [36] . The Step-wise evaluation curves are due to small dataset size.
bob package [37] is used to calculate DET curves and EER. Finally, Hyperopt [25] is used for hyper-parameter optimisation. The resnet models are trained using a Titan X GPU for fast parallel optimisation. The SVM model training and evaluation are parallelized at the CPU level. Table 4 shows the EER scores for benchmarks B1, B2 and B3 validation and evaluation datasets. The Table results are organised according to model, representation and representation combination, the performance is reported with EER metrics. For each representation-model combination, EER is shown for the temporal and spatial streams and for the fusion of them. The last two rows of the table show the performance of the fusion of models and representations. Results are shown for the three benchmarks validation and evaluation datasets. Also, Fig. 9 shows the verification performance of the system in the form of DET curves for the optimal spatiotemporal models according to benchmark. Results below are expressed as validation and evaluation pairs: (validation % and evaluation %). The evaluation dataset verification performance is considered as the metric for determining the optimal models since these scores provide biometric verification performance for a held-out dataset.
EXPERIMENTS
Airport Scenario: Benchmark B1
The combination of the raw, processed resnet and processed SVM representations delivers the optimal performance overall with 7.10 and 10.50 percent EER. thus, the fusion of models and representations improves the previously reported EER optimal performance [11] of 8 and 12.5 percent EER, an improvement ratio of 12 percent and 19 percent respectively. This benchmark considers the least amount of footstep data per client for training from the 3 benchmarks. The benchmark exemplifies a real-world security application, where footstep data is scarce for training, considering the few number of times a client passes a security checkpoint.
Workplace Scenario: Benchmark B2
The combination of the raw, processed resnet and processed SVM representations deliver the optimal performance overall as well of 2.80 and 4.90 percent EER for this dataset. This improves the previously reported optimal performance [11] of 4.5 and 7 percent EER, which is an improvement ratio of 60 and 43 percent. This benchmark considers a medium amount of footstep data per client for training from the 3 benchmarks. A workplace security environment exemplifies this dataset.
Home Scenario: Benchmark B3
The combination of the raw, processed resnet and processed SVM representations deliver the optimal performance overall as well with 0.70 and 1.70 percent EER for this dataset and overall in all experiments. This improves the previous reported optimal performance [11] of 2.6 and 4 percent EER, which is an improvement ratio of 371 and 235 percent on the previous EER. A home environment exemplifies a real-world security application of this dataset, where a large number of footstep signals can be obtained due to easy accessibility.
Experimental Comparison with Baseline Neural Network Architectures
Baseline experimental results were performed for shallow CNN and feed forward neural networks (FNN) in order to train the processed and raw data representations in low complexity models to compare to the performance results of the resnet model (higher complexity).
The CNN model consists of a single CNN layer followed by a fully connected layer. The FNN model consists of a single fully connected layer. Since the testing of the deeper feedforward neural networks did not manifest any significant improvement over the results of a FNN with a single layer.
The evaluation results presented in Table 4 show that neither the single layer CNN or FNN outperform the deep residual neural network. In regards to the improvement due to residual connections, for Benchmark B1 the performance 
Discussion
As presented in Table 4 , optimal verification performance can be observed with increased footstep data available per client for training. Fusion of resnet and SVM models, considering both raw and processed footstep representations performs best overall in all benchmark experiments. One of the reasons for the higher verification performance is due to consider the models and representations as in an ensemble learning scenario [19] , thus influencing a robust model predictive performance. Also, when combined, the footstep data representations provide unique features from spatio-temporal footstep signals. This behaviour is also supported by evidence presented in [38] stating that residual networks can behave as an ensemble of shallow convolutional neural networks.
DEEP RESIDUAL NETWORK FEATURE ANALYSIS
Our raw resnet models have the advantage of being able to create features and learn from raw footstep data. In this section we visualise and analyse the features created by such models, to understand the automatic learning process by visualising the features.
Manifold Learning
The t-distributed Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (t-SNE) technique was tested on the trained resnet model of Benchmark B3 for feature learning visualization. The techniques transform the trained resnet models output u þ 1-dimensional vectors (clients + impostor class) at the layer before the softmax to a 2-dimensional space to observe the underlying structure of the learned features in the datasets, in an aim to uncover visual cluster patterns between features and classes of the dataset. The t-SNE representations for the training, validation and evaluation datasets for the spatial processed feature of benchmark B3 can be observed in Figs. 10a, 10b and 10c respectively. The Figures show clustering of clients (class 0 to 4) and impostors (class 5), the clusters are easily distinguishable for the training set, then due to generalization performance, the clusters become less organised for the validation and evaluation datasets.
Layer-Wise Feature Maps
We extract feature maps from the trained resnet model of the benchmark B3 dataset spatial processed representation at critical layers of the network, from left (input) to right (output). This is carried out in order to observe the automatic feature learning process that the resnet model performs at critical layers of the network. The feature maps of Fig. 11 (client 2 footsteps shown in Fig. 1b) show footstep signals twisted, shifted and rotated automatically by the trained resnet model. The feature maps obtained at layer 36, show that the features created at the layer have 4 isolated footstep patterns. This representation is the closest feature map to the softmax classification layer, therefore used for the classification.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a methodology for robust footstep recognition for biometric verification in 3 critical data-driven security scenarios. The methodology is based on spatio-temporal raw and footstep processed representations in resnet and SVM machine learning models. We validate our methodology in a challenging database, the SFootBD, the largest footstep database to date available for footstep research, containing only 2 footsteps per experimental sample. In all security scenarios, we obtain state-of-the-art biometric verification performance for an ensemble of resnet and SVM models using both spatial and temporal components of processed and unprocessed footstep data. Our three experimental settings are based on varying the amount of footstep data available for training the machine learning models, therefore, varying the number of clients and impostors. The smallest training footstep dataset resembles an airport security checkpoint scenario (benchmark B1) by considering 40 stride footstep samples per 40 clients each and 763 impostor stride footstep samples. The optimal model delivers 10.50 percent EER in held-out footstep data, an improvement ratio of 19 percent from previous state-of-theart. The medium sized training dataset, considers 200 stride Footstep samples per 15 clients each and 2697 impostor footstep signals, resembling a workplace scenario (benchmark B2), obtaining an optimal EER of 4.90 percent in held-out footstep data, an improvement ratio of 42 percent from previous state-of-the-art. Finally, the largest training dataset resembles a home-based scenario (benchmark B3) which considers 500 stride footstep samples per 5 clients each and 5603 impostor footstep signals. Here, our experiments deliver the best validation and evaluation verification performance overall with 0.70 percent EER and 1.70 percent EER respectively, an improvement ratio of 371 and 235 percent respectively from previous state-of-the-art [11] . Biometric verification performance tends to improve as a result of increasing the size of footstep training data considered in a small number of clients.
An analysis of the learnt features of the optimal resnet models is undertaken to improve understanding of the feature learning models. Using the t-SNE technique for feature clustering visualisation, we evaluate the optimally trained resnet models of B3, our results show effective client's footstep features clustering.
Finally, we extract feature maps at the merge layers in one optimal resnet model for B3. The feature maps illustrate the automatic feature learning procedure of the resnet model at critical layers: very disperse footstep features are obtained at the leftmost layers, while in contrast, isolated features are shown at the rightmost layers (closer to the classifier), resulting in an effective discrimination between client's and impostor footsteps for robust biometric verification.
In conclusion, we demonstrate robust biometric classification performance from the largest to date footstep database. We have studied 3 representative data-driven real world scenarios resembling biometric tasks at an airport, a workplace and at home. We show notable improvement in the state-of-the-art EER, with up to 371 percent in one particular scenario. This is achieved by introducing automatic feature learning and fusion of several representations and models. A feature learning analysis is undertaken to aid the understanding of features created by the deep residual neural networks and to observe client's cluster patterns.
The proposed spatio-temporal methodology presented in this paper has potential to be applied in research areas that deal with similar fine-grained spatio-temporal variability problems outside of biometrics, for example, to classify brain tumours with magnetic resonance imaging scans [39] .
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